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CALENDAR

Monthly Meeting Notes

12/15/2021 Meeting was held at the Lawrenceville Masonic Hall. IPMS Atlanta Chapter (and IPMS

National) President, Dave Lockhart opened and conducted the meeting.

1. Business:

- Treasurer: Art Murray (absent) - No report

- Website/Newsletter: RE: backup training for newsletter publishing - Bill Easton covered software

used with Robert Starnes. No additional progress.

- CHOA Status: Jim Elmore ... Expect to deliver more kits in February.

- AtlantaCon 2022: Kim Elmore (absent) - Dave Lockhart and Buz Pezold are discussing plans

and reported that Art Murray was going to look for kit bargains to purchase at the upcoming

Chattanooga show for use in our show raffle in March.

- Chattanooga Show: January 28/29 (no room discounts available at the show hotel)

- IPMS Membership/Renewals: Dave Lockhart handed out a current club roster with individual

IPMS membership dates for renewal and requested that members please not let memberships

lapse.

- No further business

2. Show & Tell for models on the table:

- Members discussed and got a close look at models that had been brought in.

IPMS ATLANTA

Jan 19: Monthly Meeting 7-9 pm

(Masonic Lodge, Lawrenceville)

Jan 22: Saturday Build Session 1-3 pm

(Online)

Jan 29: Saturday Build Session 1-3 pm

(Online)

Feb 5: Saturday Build Session 1-3

(Hobby Town,Buford)

Feb 12: Saturday Build Session 1-3 pm

(Online)

Feb 16: Monthly Meeting 7-9 pm

(Masonic Lodge, Lawrenceville)

Feb 19: Saturday Build Session 1-3 pm

(Online)

Feb 26: Saturday Build Session 1-3 pm

(Online)

Mar 5: Saturday Build Session 1-3

(Hobby Town,Buford)

Mar 12: Saturday Build Session 1-3 pm

(Online)

Mar 16: Monthly Meeting 7-9 pm

with Annual Club Contest

(Masonic Lodge, Lawrenceville)

Mar 19: AtlantaCon 9 am - 4 pm

(IAM Local 709 Union Hall, Marietta)

Model of the Month

went to

Joe Scavotto

for his

1937 Chevy

December Raffle Winner

was

Michael Blackwood
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COMPLETED:

MiG-21, Bill Wofford

F-4, Brian Speer

MiG-17, Bill Johnston

B-58, (1/48), Bill Easton

Berlin Airlift C-47 (1/144), Bill Easton

F-105, Gale Brown, Bill Easton

F-117, Gale Brown

F/A 18, Jim Elmore

F-5, Jim Elmore

F-16B Jim Elmore

F-16C Jim Elmore

A-10, Ed Hulsey

B-52, (1/48), Ed Sveum

B-1B, (1/48), Ed Sveum

B-17F, (1/48), Ed Sveum

USS Skipjack (1/72), Dave Lockhart

F-104, Jim Elmore

IN PROCESS:

Berlin Airlift C-54 (1/144), Bill Easton

A-4 Skyhawk, Frank Resciniti

UNASSIGNED:

F-100

A-6

F-106

F-86

OV-10

OV-1A

All models/kits are 1/32 Scale unless otherwise noted.

Models for the Gwinnett Veterans Memorial Museum

http://gwinnettveteransmemorialmuseum.org/

Member Note:

Please consider building one of

these 1/32 models. The

veterans are always glad to

receive a new model for display

in the museum.

Status ...

Jim Elmore asks members, "As always, please pass on any leads on affordable, snaptite kits."

Childrens' Healthcare of Atlanta

at Egleston Hospital

CHOA

Please Note!

http://gwinnettveteransmemorialmuseum.org/
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December Monthly Meeting

Thanks to Dave Lockhart and

Michael Blackwood for help with

meeting/model pictures.
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"

January Hobby Town Build Session

I think Jim is

asleep ...

This will be a

"Pro-Mod" A4

Skyhawk!

These are

instructions. You use

them to build a model.
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"ON THE TABLE" - SHOW & TELL ...

M-16 Gun Truck (work-in-process)

Kit: Dragon

Scale: 1/16

Add-on's:Wires and tubing

Paints: Enamels / Acrylics / Oils

Bill commented he can resume modeling,

"... since I got my eyes back."

We are glad to see he is back at the

bench again after eye surgery..

Bill Johnston
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More SHOW & TELL ...

Paul Lovell

F4U-1 and Zero Diorama

Kit: Academy - Corsair

Hasegawa - Zero

Scale: 1/72

Paint: Pollly S, Acrylics

Background: Christmas present

for my brother. We are both fans of

the Black Sheep Squadron TV

show.

Three Models:

#1: Finished work-in-process model from

last month.

#2: FT-17 BS 75. 1/72. ICM.

This is the standard FT-17 converted

as Self Propelled Gun (the first one in

history) with a BlackHauss 75mm

gun.

#3: The same model as #2 with the

addition of a scratch built wooden-

steel bridge.

Fernando Sanchez

#1

#2

#3
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More SHOW & TELL ...

Joe Scavotto

1937 Chevy Modified Racer

Kit: 1937 Chevy and '57 Chevy

Scale: 1/25

Paint: Tamiya silver, Testors blacks

Add-on's: Resin wheels, tires, rear end

Special Techniques: Wired, plumbed,

scratch-built lots of parts

Historical/Background: Represents

1960's ERA "Northeast Modified" Circuit

Racing

Mode
l of

the M
onth
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More SHOW & TELL ...

Ken Teller

Kawasaki Ki-61 Hein (Tony)

Kit: Hasegawa

Scale: 1/32

Add ons: None (out-of-box)

Paint: Tamiya, Alclad, Model Master

Techniques: Airbrush, hand-painting

Historical/Background: Only Japanese wartime

fighter with an in-line engine.
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Sprue Snippings ...
If you run across a source that you think might be helpful to others for their modeling reference, or just for

general interest, please pass it along. For this month ...

Passed Along by Dave Lockhart -

Squadron is Back!

Looks like Squadron has found a new home. Brandon Lowe, who had run Freetime Hobbies (before the

move) looks like he’s back in the model fold. It’s great to have another distributor close to home.

Hopefully we’ll see him at our March show.

www.squadron.com

Info Sources from Dave Lockhart for the Atlantis HH-3E "Jolly Green Giant:

I'm going to leave this posting in the newsletter until March for reference ...

Kit Review

Search Results

Two excellent 360-degree reference sites for the interior of the Vietnam era version:

COCKPIT 360

BAY 360

http://www.squadron.com
https://www.dembrudders.com/atlantis-hh-3e-jolly-green-giant-review.html
https://www.google.com/search?q=hh-3e+coast+guard+bottom&tbm=isch&ved=2ahUKEwjh6ITD_o3yAhUNGVMKHcuGCM0Q2-cCegQIABAC&oq=hh-3e+coast+guard+bottom&gs_lcp=ChJtb2JpbGUtZ3dzLXdpei1pbWcQAzoECCMQJzoFCCEQqwI6BAgeEApQ2iVYijlggEhoAHAAeACAAbkBiAGNBZIBAzcuMZgBAKABAcABAQ&sclient=mobile-gws-wiz-img&ei=GZ0FYaH4CY2yzALLjaLoDA&bih=1075&biw=834&prmd=sinv&rlz=1C9BKJA_enUS809US809&hl=en-US#imgrc=mgZ6hGI_yx1IoM
http://www.nmusafvirtualtour.com/cockpits/SEAW_tour/SEAW-13.html
http://www.nmusafvirtualtour.com/cockpits/SEAW_tour/SEAW-14.html
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Modeler's "Silver Bullets" ...
As modelers, seems like we are always on the lookout for the perfect paint, tool, or technique that will

magically help us get the build done just right the first time every time. (I know. If it were that easy, what fun

would this hobby be.) Anyway, just like buying another kit we don't need, we keep looking for magic

solutions. Let us know about the paint, tools, supplies, and techniques that work for you.

From Jim Elmore:

A recent conversation reminded me of an issue I had when building the Airfix “Wallace and Grommit Van”.

The issue concerned my solvent not welding the styrene parts together. I will explain in detail below, but for now…

A PRIMER ON POLYSTYRENE AND SOLVENTS

Yes, I know that we all understand this, please indulge me. The classic method of ‘glueing’ a model kit

uses a solvent that melts the mating surface of polystyrene parts, allowing them to ‘weld’ together and create a

very strong bond. So, not an adhesive, rather a chemical weld. For generations the liquid cement from Testors

was the standard. I still prefer Testors (or now Tamiya Extra Thin) as my default solvent. I appreciate the

mildness of the chemicals and the slow curing. The classic tube solvent was this liquid with a polymer added to

thicken it.

But being who we are, modelers are always seeking a ‘better’ option- a Silver Bullet if you will. And that

can lead to some confusion. There are more aggressive, faster curing solvents out there. Brands like Tenax,

Plast-I-Weld, Plastruct Bondene and others offer a quick bond. There are even professional products like Weld

On. And of course, some use MEK or home brews. What’s not to like?

In most cases, these aggressive products were not intended to work on hobby grade polystyrene. They are

intended to use on cast acrylic, known commonly as Plexiglass. Testors and the other gentle solvents are not

powerful enough to attack these acrylics. My professional work has given me much experience with this, and it is

startling how much solvent is used to assemble, say, a display case. The trouble for modelers involves controlling

just how much solvent is used. A mistake and the solvent will consume a small part or melt a flaw into a large one.

I generally follow the more conservative path of milder solvent.

So back to my Airfix issue. Not all modelling plastics are in fact polystyrene that is attacked by our

solvents. Scratch building supplies from Plastruct have long included ABS and Butyrate which are in this group.

Also, found objects that might be used may not work with hobby solvents. In addition, using solvents on dissimilar

plastics can lead to a mistaken assumption of a good bond. The solvent may attack one plastic and leave the

other alone. It may LOOK like a good bond, but it is not.

With the Airfix model, I suspected the plastic was not normal polystyrene. Fortunately, I had the right tool.

Plastruct sells a solvent called “Plastic Weld” with an orange label. This was developed precisely for use on more

exotic plastics and joining dissimilar plastics. “Plastic Weld” can be used as your default solvent as it will work on

almost anything. Not quick or super aggressive, but very sure. (While I was writing this, I was working the rubbery

tracks from a Dragon 1/72 Sd.Kfz.251 Halftrack. To attach them I used “Plastic Weld” with great results.)
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Modeler's "Silver Bullets" - Continued

There are a few other popular solvents to mention. Tamiya Cement (orange bottle) is a bit thicker and

slower than the liquids and Is very handy when ‘sticking’ two parts together is required. It is also great for

laminating layers of sheets.

In conclusion, different joints may require different tools. I generally follow a conservative path of milder solvents,

but there are certainly exceptions. As to speed, I feel that if you don’t have the patience to let glue dry, you may

want to consider a different hobby.
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Well, Santa’s Jewish cousin, Yenta Claus, left me a lot of goodies to review, starting with in-the-box reviews

of two 1/72 Airfix kits that I had been struggling to get copies of.

First is #A04023, the De Havilland Mosquito B.XVI, only

the second kit in this scale of a late-model Mossie with the

two-stage Merlin engines, and it far surpasses the old

Matchbox offering. It has 161 parts, starting with a well-

detailed cockpit, whose floor extends aft to form the roof

of the bomb bay, and has two stubs for the wing spars on

both sides, so the finished model should be quite sturdy.

The bomb bay is the later bulged type and of course the

doors can be displayed open or closed; if open, 4

standard bombs are included. (Too bad a 4000 lb “Cookie” wasn’t also included.) The landing gear is

quite complex and the instructions suggest using the lower wing skin as a jig to align everything properly

before the gears are installed at a later step. If the gear is to be lowered, a mask is provided to mask off

the gear wells for painting in the meantime. The side bulges in the canopy are separate parts, and the

bulge in the roof is provided as an optional part. The wingtips are clear to aid in painting the wingtip lights;

all this shows clever engineering in the kit design. A pilot figure is provided, but, oddly, no #2 crewman!

The instruction booklet is mainly monochrome, except that previously-completed assemblies are shown in

red. There are two marking schemes provided, both shown in color in the back of the booklet; both have

gray & green uppers, but one has a light gray underside while the other is black. The decals are by

Cartograf and include instruments and stencils. On the whole this is an impressive-looking effort; I suspect

a photo-reconnaissance version may be issued eventually. I had to order this on Amazon and it was

shipped from England in only 11 days.

The other is #A12011, the Avro Vulcan B.2, a successor to

their original 1983 kit (also issued by MPC), which is still a

decent offering. This whopper has 277 parts and has two

significant ordnance options, either a conventional bomb

bay with a full bomb load provided, or a belly skin with a

recess for a Blue Steel cruise missile which is also provided.

To use the latter option, a number of bottom skin panels

need to be cut off, so keep a sharp razor saw handy. As

with the Mossie, cockpit and landing gear detail is

exceptional, but I have read that the latter are rather fiddly to

assemble. There are a number of internal parts provided for

the massive wings; these will be largely unseen in the

completed model but will add structural integrity. Options include noses with or without refueling probe and

a crew door that can be displayed open. The instruction booklet is similar to that of the Mossie, only bigger,

but the painting and decal information is shown on a separate color sheet, and there is another sheet that

gives locations for the extensive stenciling. Again, two schemes are provided, one in overall anti-flash

white with muted-color markings, and one with camouflaged uppers and full-color markings. I suspect that

another version in Falklands campaign markings will be forthcoming. Now, combined with kits #A11001

(Valiant) and #A12008 (Victor), you can build state-of-the-art kits of the whole V-force!

Continued

JIM'S PRINTED MATTERS

by Jim Pernikoff
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Now to the books. #18 in the Airframe & Miniature series from Valiant Wings is

the long-awaited sequel to #6 (published in 2013), The North American P-51D/K

Mustang. This follows the standard layout of this series: 70 pages on evolution

and usage, both U.S. and foreign, including monochrome side views of all the

variations, including the later lightweight versions, from the F to the J, and plenty

of photos, both b&w and color. Then 45 pages on camouflage & markings, with

lots of color side-views, as well as a full-page multi-view drawing showing surface

preparation on the finished airplane and another showing stenciling, and a

diagram showing the early RAF camouflage pattern. Then comes 30 pages of kit

reviews, concentrating on kits issued in the last 10 years; 25 pages of kit builds in

the 3 major scales; 25 pages of isometric drawings showing how the variants

differed; and 55 pages of photos and manual diagrams covering details on all

parts of the Mustang. The appendices are over 20 pages listing all the kits,

decals and accessories and other books that have been issued, and the book

concludes with a large foldout showing line drawings in 1/48 scale of all the variants covered. This is

another great magnum opus and a must for anyone building a bubble-top Mustang.

I don’t generally like French books unless they are predominantly books of

images, which require no translation. Aeronautiques Navales du

Monde Depuis 1945 (though the back cover says 1949, which is more correct)

from Heimdal is the sequel to their excellent book on NATO aircraft, reviewed

here previously. This shows color drawings of aircraft of the 12 naval air arms

that operated from carriers, from Argentina to the U.S., along with Germany

and Japan, which maintained large naval air arms without carriers. The USN

and USMC get separate chapters, and there is another one on seaplanes

used for maritime patrol. Aircraft are generally shown chronologically, though

the longer chapters are subdivided by function. The artwork by

Gerard Paloque is very good and there are some rather unusual types

included. A single page lists 22 other countries with minor naval air activity,

and as with the previous book, the table of contents is in the back in lieu of an

index. If you like postwar naval aviation, whether you’re a builder or not, you

should like this book.

Fokker Aircraft of WWI, Volume 4, from Aeronaut Books is their third volume

on fighters, following books on the Eindeckers and the early biplanes. This one is

basically the triplane volume, covering the famous Dr.I, its prototypes and later

experimental versions, including the V.7 shown on the cover. As usual in this

series, the selection of photos includes probably most of the photos of these

types that are known to exist, plus a reasonable number of color drawings of

triplanes in service, and in the back are 16 pages of multi-view line drawings in

1/48 of all the types covered in the book. If you dig the iconic Fokker triplane, or if

you have the prior books in this series, this one is a must.

Continued

JIM'S PRINTED MATTERS - Continued
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From Osprey comes a hardcover which I initially overlooked until I began seeing

very positive reviews. Luftwaffe Special Weapons 1942-45 is not just a rehash

of material previously covered in their softcover volumes (though some data

undoubtedly came from those) but a new, thorough study by author Forsyth.

Emphasis is on air-to-air weapons (30mm cannon, rockets and even bombs),

air-to-ground and anti-shipping weapons (rockets and bombs) and radical

weapons such as cable bombs and flamethrowers. There are sections

on schrage musik installations, Mistel systems and piloted V-1s. There are

excellent multi-view engineering-style drawings, some taken from wartime

manuals and some drawn new for this book. SAMs and other surface-launched

weapons are not included. There is an extensive bibliography and a nice index.

A surprisingly effective publication here.

A more conventional book from Osprey is New

Vanguard #301, Tanks at the Iron Curtain 1946-60, the first of a three-

volume survey by Steve Zaloga, each covering about 15 years. Like other

recent books in this series, this one covers doctrine and operations more than

it does technical details of the vehicles themselves. These were mostly

American, British and Soviet, since the other countries were in no shape after

the war to develop new weapons of their own for a while. Instead, the U.S.

and U.S.S.R. supplied their allies (though the French used a number

of Panther tanks until newer weapons were available!). Medium and heavy

tanks were still in use, with the U.S. and U.K. both developing new heavy

tanks in response to the shocking appearance of the IS-3 in 1945. But Zaloga

describes the rapid development of new anti-tank ammunition, which made

medium tanks as effective as the heavies and led to the rapid disappearance

of the latter and to the conception of the main battle tank (MBT). Color

artwork includes 10 side views and a three-view of a Centurion. (Incidentally,

the mushroom cloud in the cover painting is of a simulated atomic blast.) The volume covering 1961-75 is

due out in July.

And now, the bookazines. From Mortons Media comes Marine Corps Jet

Fighters, the sequel to earlier issues in their color-art series on USAF and USN

fighters, also done by J.P. Vieira. There are 14 aircraft included, from the FH to

the F-35, though there are multiple chapters for the Fury and Harrier. The color

side-views go across both pages, so they are big and detailed, and while they

cross the “gutter”, that doesn’t seem to be too much of a problem. Most varieties

in each type’s color schemes are shown, though I wish a few top and bottom

views had been added. If you like USMC aircraft or have the prior companion

volumes, this one is worth looking for.

Continued

JIM'S PRINTED MATTERS - Continued
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A completely different issue from the same source has no color

whatsoever! Luftwaffe Fighters: Combat on All Fronts is apparently volume

1 in a new series which highlights personal stories about the regular combat

pilots, not the famous “experten” usually written about. Some of the chapters

deal with individual pilots, others with units, all accompanied by photos of

planes and pilots you probably haven’t heard of and haven’t seen before. Life

as a fighter pilot certainly wasn’t as glamorous as the movies might have you

believe, especially as the war turned against Germany. This won’t help your

modeling but may give you more insight about the men who flew 109s and

190s and didn’t get much glory out of it.

I said last month that the special magazines

on Pearl Harbor seemed to be reissues of those

published five years ago on the 75th anniversary.

I did find one that did seem to be all new, and it

comes from Key Publishing. It starts with two good articles about prewar

society and politics in Japan, and about all of their military actions in the

decade before the attack. Photo selection throughout includes both very well-

known ones and others I haven’t seen before. There is an interesting article

about the “second Pearl Harbor attack” (by two “Emily” seaplanes on 3/4/42,

causing no damage) and one about the search for and recovery of the

Japanese midget subs. I think there is enough new in this one to warrant you

considering adding it to your Pearl Harbor library.

Also from Key comes the latest Aviation Archive issue, The Best US

Fighters of World War Two, which unusually only covers 8 aircraft instead of

the two-dozen or so usually featured in these issues. The aircraft are the

P-38, P-39, P-40, P-47, P-51, F4F, F4U and F6F. Introductory chapters

provide a brief summary of all USAAF and USN fighters, including all those not

built or put in production. Each of the 8 types is accompanied by a service

history, a fold-out isometric cutaway, a list of top aces, and a feature on the

top-scoring U.S. ace in each type, accompanied by a large, two-page color

side-view. An evaluation made of currently-flying aircraft in 1989 rated the top

aircraft for each service, and the results may surprise you! Even if you have a

ton of references on these aircraft, the unique way these aircraft are covered

make this issue a worthwhile purchase. The next issue will be on RAF

Coastal Command and should be more typical of the series.

JIM'S PRINTED MATTERS - Continued
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The Build: Barracuda Class Spaceship

by Dennis Moore (a.k.a. Kid Maverick)

My inspiration for the Barracuda design came from the movie Star Trek (2009). If one remembers, a

rogue commander threatens all of humanity in his Romulan ship the Narada. This huge cargo vessel

looked like a giant squid. The rescue ship in which Spock piloted also looked like a giant sea creature to

me. Ancient creation stories have described space as a "cosmic ocean". I find it interesting that one

would find these types of vessels in a sci-fi movie about space. It sparked my imagination to design a

spaceship based on this notion. I designed the Barracuda and its detachable remote wing, armed with

two laser guns called a Stingray, with a nautical theme in mind.

I went to a hobby store to get sheets of balsa wood and a hardware store to buy dowel rods necessary

to build my Barracuda class ship. I bought two sheets of balsa with the dimensions of (4X36") for the

fuselage. I drew my design and used the first cut-out as a template for the other three cut-outs. I then cut

two pair of front intake patterns with my x-acto knife. I added two engine panels to give the engine more

depth. I also added a triangular portion on the engine sides to complete the back. I used a 1/4X1/2" balsa

wood portion for two energy pods at the back end of the fuselage's engine. Also, I cut-out three layers of

balsa sheets for the wing, overlapping the middle layer over the bottom one, so I could fit the laser guns

snug. I used a 3/8", 1/4", and 3/16" dowel rods in descending order to build the laser guns on the wing

and 3/8" and 1/4" for the cannon on the nose of the ship. The 7/8" and 1/2" dowel rods I used for the

sensors on the fuselage and detachable wing respectively. I rounded the ends of the dowel rods with a

Marine K-bar knife, sanded them down, and cut the ends with my miter saw.

The assembly consisted of gluing the main body of the

Barracuda and its detachable wing, adding detail balsa

wood parts to give the craft more character. I left the body

and wing unglued, so I could photograph them apart to

later show the Stingray's capabilities. After cutting out four

panels, I glued the fuselage together and added four

panels of the intake on the sides (two on each side). I

glued one engine panel on each side of the engine and

added one triangular portion on each side for more depth.

I trimmed the excess wood with the x-acto knife before I

attempted to sand it down, so I would use less time on the

sanding. I started off with the course sand paper before using the fine one to create a smooth finish. I

finished the body with a sensor I glued on the top middle of the fuselage and a laser cannon on the nose.

In addition, I created the detachable wing by gluing two wing panels together (one shorter than the other

to accommodate the laser guns on the ends). I made the guns out of dowel rods. I glued a rectangular

panel down the middle with the other sensor on the bottom back middle of the wing. I didn't glue the wing

to the bottom of the fuselage because I wanted to have detachable laser guns controlled by the

navigator.

(Continued)
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The Build: Barracuda Class Spaceship - Continued

I painted my Barracuda the same color as

our Navy fighter jets, light ghost grey. This color

would stand out in the black void of space.

Since I worked with balsa wood, I gave the

model twelve coats of flat grey primer in an

attempt to fill in any gaps or unevenness in the

wood that the spackle didn't cover. I had some

Rust-oleum Painter's Touch I bought at the

hardware store, so I used it to save money.

Although it says it bonds to plastic, it tends to

bubble up on model plastic. I learned this the hard

way, but it seems to bond to balsa wood well. I then

painted the Barracuda with three coats of golden

sunset, letting it dry before I taped off the yellow

designs on the fuselage. Then, I painted the final

four coats of Tamiya Color for Aircraft using the

light ghost grey, also painting the canopy silver and

the lasers/cannon silver and gun metal. I decided to

paint the energy pods green on the back of the

engine. If I were to paint an exploration vessel based on a converted Navy Barracuda, I would paint the

spaceship white.

My concept painting of the Barracuda helped my plans to build a naval model spaceship. I tried to

complete my 1/48 scale spaceship as close to the concept painting as possible, but I had to move the

wing (Stingray) up underneath the front intakes. I continued the nautical theme with the wing, naming it

after the sea creature. It felt appropriate to name my design a type of fish since I view space as the

"cosmic ocean". Although I am guessing, I feel that the Navy will extend its operating range into outer

space, describing space in nautical terms. I look forward to designing and building more naval space

vessels in the future.
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AtlantaCon  

Scale Model Show & Contest 

Saturday, March 1 , 0  

:00 am – 4:00 pm 

IAM Local  Union Hall   S  Marie a Pk  

Marie a  GA   

 

Theme:  Movie/TV Magic 

Registra on   for IPMS members  

J niors nder   

General admission  

Q es ons   go to ipms-atlanta org  
Or email kdmcelmore gmail com 

 

Sponsored b  
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Scale Modeler's Brag Sheet

Model Subject: ________________________________________________________________

Kit Used: ____________________________________________________________________

Scale: _______________________________________________________________________

Add-ons: _____________________________________________________________________

Paints: _______________________________________________________________________

Special Techniques: ____________________________________________________________

Any Historical/Background Information: ___________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Modeler's Name: _______________________________________________________________

Scale Modeler's Brag Sheet

Model Subject: ________________________________________________________________

Kit Used: ____________________________________________________________________

Scale: _______________________________________________________________________

Add-ons: _____________________________________________________________________

Paints: _______________________________________________________________________

Special Techniques: ____________________________________________________________

Any Historical/Background Information: ___________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Modeler's Name: _______________________________________________________________

Fill out and bring with your

model to the club meeting.

Fill out and bring with your

model to the club meeting.

(Editor Note: If you are bringing a model to put on the table and discuss at a meeting, please fill

out one of these info sheets for each model to help get correct and complete information about

your model in the next newsletter. Thanks!)
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Applications should be printed and mailed to: IPMS/USA, PO Box 1411, Riverview, FL 33568-1411

To get this application in online "editible" form, go to

http://www.ipmsusa3.org/uploads/ipms_application_form_2019.pdf

Enter your information, print out the form and mail.

http://www.ipmsusa3.org/uploads/ipms_application_form_2019.pdf

